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Mr. John Allen Chalk
Broad Street church of Christ
Cookeville, Tennessee

Dear John:

The Academy Chorus arrived home safe and without incident day before yesterday, as scheduled. In spite of the snow and ice we encountered most of the 10 days, we did not have any trouble making our schedule. One program, at Springfield High School, was cancelled as they were not having classes because of snow.

For all of our students, I would like to express gratitude for everything you did for us—making the original arrangements for us to sing there that evening, publicity on the radio, seeing that we were so well fed at Tennessee Tech (what a meal!), finding places for us to stay overnight, and, after we arrived, taking us to the doctor for Dale Ely. Incidentally, I misplaced the doctor's name and address— I remember it was pronounced as Jewitt, but don't have the correct spelling, his initials, and address. Would you please send this to me, as I desire to write him.

John, it certainly was our pleasure to have been with you and the brethren there overnight. I hope the conduct and singing of our students has been to the good of all concerned. Our youngstars will remember you as the "Bob Hope of the Brotherhood" — not only can you tell jokes like the real Bob, but you do resemble him a bit!

I will appreciate your giving my thanks to all who kept us overnight. Chuck and Ann certainly did me a favor by suggesting I write you.

Sincerely,

Ellie

Eddie Baggatt